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8 Mar,

Dr. Bunche,

I received this today.

Lucien
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R O M A

Mr. Lucien L. n
Office of tH'e Seoretary-Genera-1,

United Nations Headquarters,

HEW YOEK



January

ifejor llio B'Aprile
Italian Mr Force

It has "been brought to ugr attention that on 26 tJune 1963
in Leopoldvilles Republic of the Congo? you saved the life of
Indian Lieutenant Bavi Prakash of ©SUC by your courageous

action during whiek your own life ims endangered.

I wish to coavey to you ray sincere commendation for your
great sense of 4uty and for your humanity* 'sfliich induced you to
risfc your owa life ia order to protect the life of a fellow
being*
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UNITED NATIONS ^jgflr N A T I O N S U N I E S

CENTRO D ' I N F O R M A Z I O N E

PIAZZA SAN MARCO. 51

R O M A

TELBFOKO: 689.907 T E L E R R A M M I : OMNIPRESS ROMA

4th March, 1966

Mr. Lucien L. Lemieux,
Office of the Secretary-General,
United Nations Headquarters,
NEW YORK .

Dear Lucien,

I have a small request to make which, although seemingly
trivial in itself, is important from a public relations point
of view.

As you will see from the enclosed copy, way hack in
January 1964, the Secretary-General sent a letter via the
Italian Delegation, to Major d'Aprile, commending him for his
"bravery in saving the life of an Indian officer in the Congo.

Unfortunately the letter got mislaid and, although a copy
was eventually sent to Major d'Aprile, what he wishes for more
than anything is to have what was originally sent to him, i.e.
a proper letter with U Thant's signature. It is the latter
part which bothers him, and, as he is a fervent "unophile" and
has done a great deal for our cause both in Italy and in the
Congo, I would like to be able to satisfy him on this relatively
small point.

Could you therefore just re-type a letter as per enclosed
copy and ask the Secretary-General, very kindly, to sign it and
send it back to me by pouch, and I will make sure that this time
it is properly consigned.

Sorry to be a nuisance - hope you are well,

Yours sincerely,

H. Granville^ Fletcher
Director
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4 January 1964

."..>. or -K. . a
Major EHo D'April*
Italian Air Force

. ^. : ;?^er..'y, * • "i, • • - „ , . .
It baa be«n brought to mjr attention that on 26 June 1963

. :. -..-'•.I-1. . ,-H-II ,.e „ ;,.e.r̂ .;ilc 01. t:? Co; gi. y- -• .-:; > •• . '
in Leopoldvllle, Republic of the Congo, you saved the life of

.". ! i - , r t-^ut^nant :ii\ i ;'i-^i m : .^' ''.! ..Y/; ̂ ~' • ^ ...
Indian Lieutenant Ravi Prakash of OHUC % yotir courageous
;••"' '-". •>'•-: ;:''K whic:-: y^ii.r -;̂  .j / r- iv-;,4 ".'(-:,-..f f •-1 .••
action during which your ow life was endangered.

. • •*•! ^ri • T,c- •:onv«-'i" to ••••.•v T'"! s i n ( ^ i ' > - - .PB-O-;-*,;? - ' • . -
I ideh to convey to you oy sincere conanendatbn for

./,-.:r «v ?at sense of c j t > a;ia :cr yc.ur L/-i : . ; ; • • . K • ' ; • . jn.r;--a
your great sense of duty and for your humanity, which induced
/.,u T.O nsK. ynur .-.wi; l.ii-'- .-• oiu. r • t.> - -x- . :-:̂ > LJ.I •> .-' a
sou to risk your own life in order to protect the life of a
•:-.-::.t.w .-sing.- ' •
fellow being*

• V Tlvint.
9?j?MB^i;&r5:

Secretary-General



Unofficial Translation from French

INCOMING CLEAR CABLE

To: Sec.Gen.and OPI

From: Osorio-Tafall/Chevalier

Date: 9 April 1964

Number: ONUC 1340
OPI 1936

Following is text of Osorio-Tafall's statement at opening of Press

Conference held at Royal Thursday afternoon. Text aed questions and

answers will be cabled to you tomorrow Friday.

"Thank you, Gentlemen, for coming here today. As you know, I have

been here for about 2 1/2 months as Chief of Civilian Operations and in

charge of the coordination of all technical assistance operations. I

am carrying out these duties at the request of the Secretary-General and
-S}*

in agreement with the Congolese Government. The tasks falling within

the scope of Civilian Operations are largely technical tasks. The heading

"Civilian Operations", which sounds a little complicated, comprises an

entire programme of technical assistance - technical assistance programmes

which all have the same purpose: to raise the economic, cultural, social,

etc., standard of living. There are ten agencies within the United Nations

family which deal with technical assistance programmes: FAO, UNESCO, etc.

The United Nations has its own programme and each organization also has a

regular programme of technical assistance. The Special Fund is a second

stage closely following on the technical assistance programmes. It mostly

has to do with investments, the study of natural resources, the elaboration

of plans for the exploitation of these resources, etc

it also has to do with education, andViot only fundamental education, but

also technical training. There are also a number of special programmes:

such as the Freedom from Hunger Campaign, and. the Joint FAO/United Nations

programmesj but despite this diversity of aspects, they all have the same

aim: "Technical Assistance". All these programmes are drawn up in

agreement with the Congolese Government; I should like to point out that

there are no conditions attached, and even the experts are chosen by the

Congolese Government from a list of candidates submitted to it, and,

needless to say, on the basis of the qualifications of each candidate, as

you know. '
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Of all the technical assistance activities of the United Nations, those

in the Congo are by far the most important, not only on account of the

number of experts and funds employed, but because all these technicians,

doctors, administrators and lawyers are paving the way for the replacement

of these international civil servants by Congolese officials. The

problem confronting technical assistance is that of recruiting experts,

because a particular type of expert is needed for the Congo. The first

requirement is a rudimentary knowledge of French which narrows the field,

and the expert must also be familiar with conditions in this country.

This always involves a certain time-lag between securing the approval

of the Governments concerned and the arrival of the experts. Vie have

not experienced the same difficulty, however, in placing fellowship-

holders because we always find countries who are ready to accept them.

At this point, I should like to mention that over 130 Congolese doctors

sent for training to Switzerland and France and 50 of them have come

back with diplomas. As you see, the technical assistance activities of

the United Nations are very important and, up till now, the activities of

the Special Fund have been largely concentrated on the training of cadres.

Three projects have already been approved by the Special Fund: The

National Institution of Building and Public Works, which trains cadres who

will be the corner-stone of the country's economic development, the National

Mining School and the National Teachers' Training Institute. The Special

Fund is also studying projects for a National School of Civil Aviation, a

National Institute for Professional Guidance and a National Meteorological

Training Centre. "We are now going through a period of transition and the

UN Forces are scheduled to leave at the end of June. I have just come from

Hew York, where I had a talk with the Secretary-General of the United Nations

and his close, 'associates, and it transpired as a result of all these

discussions that the time had come to expand technical assistance as far as

possible. ¥e have completed the first stage of our programme which was to
Y»£jo*J* pty»f>

sxjsaaaEE law an order. Now that that has been done, the task now rests on

the shoulders of the Congolese National Army. We now have to carry on and

work twice as hard as before to raise the standard of living of the population

and improve health conditions and other conditions necessary to a modern country.



We hope that, in response to the Secretary-General's appeal, further

voluntary contributions will be received so that we can expand our

programme of technical assistance. You may wish to know how our

programmes are financed. They are financed from various sources:

United Nations funds, voluntary contributions from certain countries,

and,lastly, the Congo itself, which is providing a sizeable contribution.

The budget for 1964 amounts to $1? 1/2 million. The United Nations'

contribution amounts to $2 1/2 million and the contributions from other

countries come to $5 million. We still have a deficit of $9 million, but

this is largely covered by the contribution of the Congolese Government

and by contributions from the European community* There is still a

slight deficit, but we expect to receive additional contributions. As

yet, -we do not know the amount of contributions for 1965, but according

to estimates, I am practically sure that in 1965 we shall have a programme

similar at least to the 1964 programme and I hope that we shall be able

to expand that programme.



INCOMING CLEAR CABLE

TO: SEC.GEN. AND OPI

FEOM: OSORIO-TAFALL AND CHEVALIER

DATE; 10 APRIL 1964

NUMBER: ONUC 1345 and OPI 1397

This is a transcription of questions and answers at the Osorio-Tafall

Press Conference.

Q»l. I believe, if I am not mistaken, that k in your new position

you will become Chief of United Nations Civilian Operations here on 30 June

when the ONUC operation will come to an end; can you give us some idea of

how you conceive the termination of the latter operation and the setting in

motion of the other operation; how will it be set in motion?

A. There is no ending and no new start; it is a continuation

of activities which began a long time ago. On the one hand, there were the

military operations which were carried on in the Congo as a result of a

mutual agreement between the Congolese Government and the United Nations:

on the other hand, there were the civilian operations. The military

personnel are leaving, the civilian personnel are staying.

Q.2. ¥ill all the Blue Helmets leave on 30 June or will you maintain

some troops?

A. Most of the Blue Helmets will leave before the end of June. But

according to our programme, as a result of agreements entered into with the

Government of Nigeria, the Nigerian Police will stay until the end of the year.

Furthermore, we are in the process of preparing the 1965 programme, agreements

are being concluded between the Congolese Government and the Government of

Nigeria and certain Nigerian police experts will remain to train the Congolese

police.

Q.3. Will the Nigerian police remain under the supervision of the United

Nations?

A. les, under the responsibility of the United Nations, there is no

change.
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Q.4. Will you continue to maintain a helicopter service?

A. Yes, we shall keep a few planes, not many because it is very

costly, and that air fleet will be under the supervision of the Civilian

Operations.

Q.5» Have you made provision for special measures for Katanga?

A. Any special measures are within the province of the Congolese

Government. We shall always be ready to provide assistance to all our

experts and officials by acting as a fire-brigade.

Q.6. Will those few planes which you intend to keep in operation in

the Congo be piloted by military or civilian personnel?

A. I do not know the arrangements yet; what I do know is that they

will be United Nations officials; moreover, we need them if only for

telecommunications. The International Telecommunications Union is in the

process of setting up a whole network in order to establish relations with

the most important capitals.

Q.7- Will the Canadians be replaced?

A. The Canadians are in charge of internal telecommunications,

they are part of the military personnel and will leave with the military

personnel, but we are taking steps to replace them by civilian staff; besides,

after the military personnel leave, operations will be more limited. We have

approximately 1500 experts divided as follows: 800 teaching personnel from UNESCO;

170 doctors and health personnel; 50 judges and magistrates; 600 technical

assistance experts.

Q.8. Will the fire-brigade to which you have referred be under military

protection?

</ A. I don't think we need that, we shall be like the Rgd Cross.

Q.9. I seem to remember certain recent events in which the United

Nations fire-brigade was injbad spot (Mr.Osorio-Tafall asked wherey and the

journalist replied, in Kwilu).

A. I have been assigned in Latin-America, in Indonesia, in Guinea,

in the United Arab Republic and the United Nations experts have always been

respected and placed under the protection of the government of the country;

here they will be under the protection of the Congolese Government.
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Q.10 A little over two months ago the United ' Nations operation had

a rescue mission in Kwilu and about 100 people were evacuated.

A. That operation was not carried out to protect United Nations

experts.

Q.ll. Then they remain without protection?

A. I think they do not need military protection.

Q.12. *• And yet UNESCO teaching personnel were killed.
A O/"%T

A. That was ansjosgxK regrettable incident. In all countries there

are unfortunate or very deplorable incidents , disturbances, but everywhere

" United Nations personnel have been respected and I do not think that there have

ever been any premeditated acts against its members.

Q.13. You have referred to a sum of $17 million for the budget of the

1964 programme, and at the same time you mentioned that the budget for the year

1965 will be about the same; but at that time the military personnel will have

left.

$. There are the armed forces and the civilians; I am speaking now

only about the civilian personnel; if you include the military personnel, the

amount is much higher.

Q.14. You have referred to the difficulty of recruiting experts: do you

think that the question of security hampers such recruitment?

A. There are experts who are already on the spot and who are familiar

with conditions in the country; as for the new recruits, unless very defeatist

reports are circulated outside, I do not think that those conditions will cut

down the number of candidates* Other conditions, particularly of an economic

nature i limit recruitment because we are now about to go back to a normal period.

I hope that all the experts who are already here will stay; as I see it, the

most difficult period will come between July and August. Once we have got over

>/ that hump we shall know how we stand; some experts may perhaps leave, but we

shall stay.

Q.15. Can you tell us how many Migerian policemen will remain?

A. 400 I think. Among those policemen you must also include 18

instructors and that number will be increased by the addition of new instructors

of various nationalities.
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Q.l6. After 30 June vd.ll the Nigerian police be authorized to

intervene to maintain order or vd.ll they merely be decorative?

A. No, they will not be decorative - they may intervene to

maintain order, but under the supervision of the Congolese Government.

Q.17. "Where are the Nigerian Police? Are there any in Katanga?

A. Half of them are in Leopoldville; I don't think there are

any Nigerian Police in Katanga.

Q.1S. I don't quite understand what the Nigerian Police are going to

do.

A. They may be called upon in entirely exceptional circumstances

to maintain order. But that is not the only task of the police. Moreover,

we must not lose sight of the fact that the Congo is a free country and the

main job of the Nigerians is to train policemen. That is why you often see

mixed patrols going about the city: Nigerian policemen and Congolese policemen.
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Q. 19i $ I should like to know what are the present powers of the Nigerian

police here, because I once had a special problem and the Nigerian

police told me that they were not competent to deal with the matter

and they referred me to the Congolese police. If they are not

allowed to intervene, what do they do?

A. 19: You must realize that the Nigerian police in the Congo are in a

rather special and difficult position; arrests are made by the

Congolese police, and that is why we are in favor of joint patrols.

Q. 20: There is a great deal of talk at Leopoldville about relations

between the United Nations and the Gongolese government. Can you

tell us what these relations are like at the moment? Mr. Eunche

recently said that these relations are not as good as they skEKM might

be or as one might hope. I understand that you were at United

Nations Headquarters last week, and that you spoke to Mr. Thant

about this. Can you let us have your opinion?

A. 20: Yes and no. This is a political question and I mainly discussed

technical matters. I cannot speak for Mr. Bunche, and if you are

referring to the talk he gave at Columbia in New York, the text

has been published and it is easy to get copies. There has never

been any dispute between the Congo government and the United Nations;

if there have been any difficulties at all, it has been due to a

clash of personalities, but I cannot speak authoratively since I

am neither the Head of the Congolese government nor the officer-in^

charge of the United Nations operation̂ .

Q. 21: Can you tell us if these difficult realtions have affected you

personally, that is, in your position?

A. 21: I have had no personal difficulties myself.

Q. 22: In this matter of difficulties there have been precedents, for

example, regarding discussions with U.N. experts working for the

Congolese government. I should like some information from you
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on a specific point. When a U.N. expert is seconded to a ministrŷ

as an adviser, where do his loyalties lie - with the United Nations or

the Congolese governement?

A. 22: If it is a matter regarding the advice to be given by the U.N. adviser,

his loyalties lie with the United Nations; if it ac is a matter regarding

his actual duties as an executing official, his loyalties lie with the

government.

Q. 23: So, an adviser has to give the advice which he is given by the United

Nations?

A. 23: That is a very complex problem. First of all, you must realize that

there are several types of expert. There are those who carry out

well-defined tasks and those who assume executory responsibilities and

who are responsible to the Congolese government - they are doing a job

which comes within the competence of the government and in this case

they owe alliegance to the Congolese government.

Q. 24: So, when there is a difference of opinion between the United Nations

and a U.N. expert, arising out of the fact that he has become an

employee of the Congolese government, should his loyalty lie with the

government rather than the United Nations?

A. 24: That depends on the nature of the dispute. If it is a question

involving work, there is a clause in the contract covering such cases.

If the dispute is between the expert and the government, the govern-

ment can always ask not to have the expert kept on. In any case,

contracts are valid for one year and before renewing a contract we

always consult the ministry concerned.

Q. 25: All right, so long as it is a question involving the expert and the

Congolese government, but difficult situations often arise in which a

U. N. official, whose loyalties lie with the Congolese government, may

have to side with the Congolese government against the United Nations.



A. 25: I do not think that there has ever been a case of this kind. The expert

signs a contract with the United Nations. There is a clause which deals

with the possibility of such disputes, but the dispute is never a

question of conflicting loyalties but of misinterpretation of duties,

and (if?) the United Nations or the officer in charge considers that the

expert is not working according to the provisions of the contract or in

agreement with the Congolese government - for I should point out that we

never act unilaterally - the expert may be relieved of his duties.

Q. 26: Opinions differ as to the most efficient way of doing things and it has

been said that there have been some very severe clashes between the

officials at the Royal and the Congolese government. The government

tells an official to do something but if this does not accord with the

United Nations point of view, where do his loyalties lie?

A. 26: There may be difficulties arising out of a misinterpretation of duties,

but these are personal differences of opinion which are alwpys settled

in a friendly manner.

Q. 27: Quite a lot of military and other equipment will be left behind. What

is the United Nations going to do with this equipment?

A. 27: We are making all this equipment available to the government. It will

have first option on it. We are asking a nominal price for it. The

government is interested and has asked if it can take over practically

all the vehicles and material.

Q. 28: What about aircraft?

A. q&: If the governament wants to buy the surplus planes, it can have them.

I don't yet know on what terms.

Q, 29: Are there a lot of planes, and what type are they?
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a
A. 29- Ten DC-3!s. And TH5K number of vehicles, automobiles, trucks, etc.

Q. 3̂ : Will they be sold or given away?

A. 30: Neither sold nor given away.

Q. 31: One dollar?

A. 31: No price has been set for the aircraft;m the vehicles will j£ cost

about 10$ of the market value. The only condition required is that

the vehicles should be used by services and for projects connected

with technical assistance.

Q. 32: You told us that the nine million deficit for the execution of the
(vm-X

programs has been covered in part by the Congolese government. How

much deficit will there be over and above these nine million?

A. 32: One and-a-half million dollars.

Q. 33i Are the contributions of the Congolese government in foreign exchange

or local currency?

A. 33: Two and-a-half million dollars in foreign exchange, and the rest in

Congolese francs.

Q. 34: What is the total amount of the Congolese contribution?

y
A. 3k- It amounts to approximately one-third of the program; between five

and six million.



Unofficial translation from French

INCOMING CLEAR CABLE

TO: SECGEN

FROM: DORSINVILLE

DATE: 10 APRIL 1964

NUMBER: D-ll?

1. Following Osorio-Tafall's press conference of yesterday, which was fully

reported in all newspapers, the Progres of 10 April published article under headline

"Mr. Bibiano Osorio-Tafall replaces Mr. Dorsinville as United Nations representative"

containing inter alia following passage: "He then immediately announced, to the

journalists present, his appointment by the United Nations Secretary-General as

Representative of the international Organization, in place of Mr. Dorsinville".

2. ¥e immediately approached the Progres -with request for publication of

erratum, -which they promised to do. Herewith the text as sent by us to them for

publication: "In our report yesterday of the press conference given by Mr*. Osorio-

Tafall, Chief of Civilian Operations of ONUC, concerning the United Nations expanded

programme of technical assistance in the Congo, an error crept into the text and the

headline as regards the statement attributed to Mr. Osorio-Tafall on the subject of

the additional duties which he has just taken on. In actual fact, Mr. Osorio-Tafall
On̂ T*s t~ n rtTi

is not replacing Mr. Dorsinville as Head of the United Nations KOjcsaans in the Congo,

as erroneously reported in our KHjms.1 text; Mr. Osorio-Tafall, who on 1 February

replaced Mr. Habib Ahmed as Chief of Civilian Operations, has now also replaced him -

with the approval of the Central Government of the Congo - in his capacity as Resident

Representative of the Technical Assistance Board in the Congo, and as Director of

United Nations Special Fund Programmes in the Congo. None of these offices has ever
M

been held by Ambaddador Dorsinville, who ̂ # Officer-in-Charge of the United Nations

Operation in the Congo."
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UNA TONS

• NEW YORK*

&-U7 SECGEN FROM DORSINVILLE . i. FOLLOWING OSORIO-TA FALLS PRESS
9

CONFERENCE OF YESTERDAY 9 WHICH WAS FULLY REPORTED IN ALL NEWSPAPERS,

• THE PROGRES OF 10 APRIL PUBLISHED ARTICLE UNDER HEADLINE QUOTE M«

BIBIANO OSORIQ-TAFALL REMPLACE M. DORSINVILLE COMME REPRESENTANT DE
<1

10NU UNQUOTE CONTAINING INTER ALIA FOLLOWING PASSAGE*

9 P2S

QUOTE PUIS IMMEDIATEMENT IL ANNOUNCE AUX JOURWALISTES PRESENTS
9

SA NOMINATION PAR LE SECRETAIRE BE LONUS AU GRADE DE REPRESENTANT

9 DE LORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE EN REMPLACEMENT DE M. DORSINVILLE

UNQUOTE . 2. WE IMMEDIATELY APPROACHED THE PROGRES WITH REQUEST
9

FOR PUBLICATION OF ERRATUM WHICH THEY PROMISED TO DO. HEREWITH THE*

• P3»

TEXT AS SENT BY US TO THEM FOR PUBLICATION S QUOTE DANS NOTRE

COMPTE-RENDU DRIER SUR IA CONFERENCE DE PRESSE DONNEE PAR M.

0 OSQRIQ-TAFALL, CHEF DES OPERATIONS CIVILES DE LONUC 9 RELATIVE

AU PROGRAMME ELARGI DE LASSISTANCE TECHNIQUE DES NATIONS UNIES

AU CONGO a UNE ERREUR SEST GLISSEE BANS*

• Pft"

LE"TEXTE ET LA MANCHETTE EN CE aui CONCERNS LES PAROLES ATTRIBUEES
A M. OSORIQ-TAFALL QUANT AUX FONCTIONS ADDITIONNELLES QUIL VIE NT

9 DASSUMER . EN EFFET 9 M. 0SORIO- TAFA LL NE REMPLACE PAS

M. DORSINVILLE EN TANT QUE CHEF DE LA MISSION DES NATIONS UNIES

• AU CONGO A INS I QUE CECI A ETE*

9 P5=

RAPPOBTE PAR ERREUR DANS NOTRE TEXTE SEMICOLON M. QSORIO-TAFALL*
9

n l fT TIT 1 TO TTrtJtJTr'tJ A n t r M D J A ^ r M_ UA OTO AMMWH /triMiuiT? /»inr>r- T\T-<^



OPERATIONS CIVILES 9 LA MAlNTENA^T , AVEG LACCQRD DU

GOUVERNEMENT CENTRAL DU CONGO , EGALEMENT REMPLACE DANS SES

FONCTIONS DE REPRESENTANT RESIDENT DU BUREAU DE LASSISTANCE

TECHNIQUE AU C©NGOB

ET DE DIRECTEUR DES PROGRAMMES DU FOND SPECIAL DES NATIONS UNIES

AU CONGO. AUCUN DE CES TITRES NA JAMEAIS ETE DETENU PAR MR.

' IAMBASSADEUR D0RSINVILLE » CHARGE DE LA MISSION ]•'

DES NATIONS UNIES AU CONGO. UNQUOTE*

COLL D-177 1ER+ --.

PSE READ IN PS LINE TWO NA JAMA IS I/O JAMEAIS+ ~!

>
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The enclosed translation of a comminicatlondated 17 August

is transmitted to the Permanent Missfontvof the States

esVofMembers of the United Nations at the Eequesof the Permanent

Mission of the Republic of the Congo X̂ eapoldville ) to the

United Nations. •6

A 21 August

o



Translated from French

PERMANENT MISSION OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO (LEOPOLDVILLE) TO
THE UNITED NATIONS

211 East Ujrd Street
New York 17, N.Y.

PAM/WJ

Wo. 08U8/1+

20 August 1S6U

Sir,

Upon orders from my Government, I have the honour to transmit herewith a

letter addressed to you by His Excellency the Prime Minister, Mr. Tshombe, which

I request you to circulate to all Permanent Missions accredited to the United

Nations.

"You know that, upon assuming power, my Government encountered a
domestic situation which had seriously deteriorated. This situation is
being exploited by foreign countries, in particular by Communist China,
in order to foster continuing subversion on African soil and to create
a new source of international tension.

"Upon assuming power, I made every effort to achieve national
reconciliation, but this was hampered by the support which the
interference of certain foreign Powers gave to subversive activities.

"I wish to inform you that the Kingdom of Burundi and the Republic
of the Congo (Brazzaville), both Members of the United Nations, are
continually helping the centres of rebellion. Three training camps
have been established at Gaboma, Epana and Impfomdo in the territory
of the Republic of the Congo (Brazzaville). Burundi is giving open
support to subversion in the east of the country.

"We also know - and these actions have already been denounced on
various occasions by the Government which preceded mine - that the
embassies of the People's Republic of China are engaged in co-ordinating
the subversion and are providing logistic support and men for that
purpose. I am informed that 'Ilyushin' aircraft sent by the People's
Republic of China have arrived at Stanleyville.

The Secretary-General
United Nations, N.Y.
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"l protest vigorously against the interference of foreign countries
in our domestic affairs. As a fully sovereign State we are taking all
measures for the re-establishment of order throughout the national
territory, but we also feel that we should bring to your attention the
grave acts of interference of which the Republic of the Congo
(Brazzaville), the Kingdom of Burundi and the People's Republic of China
are guilty. The People's Republic of China, moreover, is using two
States Members of the United Nations in their subversive actions against
us.

"it would be highly desirable if you would use your personal
influence with these countries in order that they might put an end to
these activities which are seriously harming the people of my country."

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed) Pierre A. M'BALE
Charge d'Affaires, a.i.
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Unofficial translation from French - • v,, , ,,
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REPUBLIC OF TH3 CONGO

Central Government

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS No. 1342/05925/64

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the Congo presents

its compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and has the honour

to express herewith, on behalf of the Congolese Government and people, his sincere and

profound gratitude for the remarkable efforts made by the International Force to save

the unity and integrity of the Congo.

Indeed, upon attaining sovereignty, the Congo found itself faced with enormous

difficulties.

Being unable to meet the danger with only the means at its disposal, and placing

its trust in the United Nations, the Congolese people appealed to that lofty international

body through ths intermediary of its Prims Minister.

The Conpp's appeal did not go unheeded. No sooner was the alarm sounded than

troops from both African and European countries poured into the Congo.

Animated solely by a desire to defend the Congo's territorial integrity, the

United Nations troops stepped in wherever their intervention proved necessary, without

a thought for their personal danger.

After three years of untiring efforts; after three years of unremitting struggle

and continual combat, the International Force is withdrawing from the Congo with the

moral satisfaction of a job well done.

Hay the Ministry be permitted to salute the memory of His 3xcellency Secretary-

General Dag Hammarskjold and all the officers and men of the United Nations who lost

their lives for the Congolese cause.

The Ministry extends its gratitude to all those who had the signal honour of

representing the Secretary-General and whom the Congolese Government cannot thank enough

for their co-opsration.

The Ministry <5f Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the Congo reiterates

its thanks to the Secretary-General of the United Cations and takes this opportunity to

convey to hint the renewed assurances of its highest consideration.

Leopoldville, 19 September 1964

The Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York
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9 October 1964

Dear Monsignor,

reference to our telephone conversation of this morning, I list
below the names of persoas who wr© evacuated from llvira to

Father Oiaeeppe Tasai Italian
Father Virginia i&ndin »
Father Gliaaeppa ¥lotti "
Father Piergiogio Sartorio 8

Father Carl© Catellaaal Aldo Vagni '*
Father ®<teiondo Alvisi »
Father Mariano Kasolo **
Father Qî Helsao 3adei»i "
Father (Uovannl 'loninelli «
Sister Felicife© Tatti »
Slater Camilla fagliateu© "
Sister Jfatira (family name uakno^sa) "
Mr. and Mrs. Beraarii "
Sister Begga, Demaaek Belgian
Sist©a» Ssfeher Deri^eke »
Sistor Deolerek n

Sister Christa Avet «
Sister Mari@ Lucreee ?^u aelu.we "
Sister Johaana B^Bsuactk "
Kist«r 4gats Mokolttbalca Congolese
Mr. Detanfc Belgian
Mr, Oosas n

Mr, Dopelefdn «
fir. ¥an Hauyen (1ESAC) 8

Mr. Kiss TlIBAC) »
Kiss (mother) «

Yours

Brian Urqofeart
St, R«v. Msgr* Alberto Giovarmstti
Pexffiasent Observer of the Kolj- See
to the United

323 East 47th
H.I.
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Press Release SG/SM/171
CO/562

21 October 1964

TEXT OF NOTE VERBALS FROM FOREICN MJEFI3TPY OF CONGO (LEOPOLDVILLE)

E.':i:KESSING GRATITUDE 'TOR m.T?jj;i> NATIOUS EFFORTS

The following is the text of a note verbale, dated 19 September

1964, received by the Secretary-General, U Thant, from the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). (Unofficial
translation from French): ,

"The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the

Congo presents its compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations

and has the honour to express herewith, on behalf of the Congolese Govern-

ment and people, its sincere and profound gratitude for the remarkable ef-

forts made by the United Nations forces to preserve the unity and integrity

of the Congo.

"Upon attaining sovereignty, the Congo found itself facing enormous

difficulties.
\
"Being unable to meet the danger with only the means at its disposal

and placing its trust in the United Nations, the Congolese people appealed

to that lofty international body through its Prime Minister.

"The Congo's appeal did not go unheeded. NO sooner was the alarm sounded

than troops from both African and European countries poured into the Congo.

"Animated solely by a desire to defend the Congo's territorial inte-

grity, the United Nations troops moved in wherever their intervention was

needed, without a thought for their personal safety.

"After three years of untiring efforts, after three years of unremitting

struggle and continuous combat, the United Nations forces are withdrawing

from the Congo with the moral satisfaction of a job well done.

"May the Ministry be permitted to salute the memory of His Excellency

Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjb'ld and all the officers and men of the

United Nations who gave their lives for the Congolese cause.

(more)
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"The Ministry also expresses its gratitude to all those vho had the

signal honour of representing the Secretary-General; the Congolese Govern-

ment cannot thank them enough for their co-operation.

"The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of the

Congo reiterates its thanks to the Secretary-General of the United nations

and takes this opportunity to convey to him tLe renewed assurances of its

highest consideration."

*



PERMANENT MISSION OF

THIRO AVENUE, ROOM SOS'
87, W. V.

I9th Hovenflber, 1964

"York.

instruction® from n?f Crisis Minister an<3 Chairman of
th®-Q.&.t7 Ad Hoc €0t$sissi0n OB tb© Congo, His Excellency Joroo Kenyatta,

t<h©. honour to .transmit to you the following message i -

to tB®j* yma for your cable Bo. 262/25̂
17-Movesib̂ r 1964 on th© aisbject of civilians held
-itt' Stan3,©yi?illa and other parts of the Congo.

15 'I have made repeated appeals to the
both in Leopsoldvill® and Stanleyville to esase

.hostilities. Xn addition I havs'»ade repeated appeals to
Stanleyville and Leopoldville authorities regarding the
civilians both foraigni and national held hostages in the*

and pa'rfeienlariy 'in Stanley villa. I have also
t© th&s& authorities.' to â mit the International
of the R@d Cross to carry out their humanitarian

fo,r -'the needy. Aa r̂ cesitlyyas the 14 Novesraber . 1
•ap̂ eat̂  to Istfth authorities to ssaploy nothing "out
s!0'thodss in treating thoae in c&ated̂ . I shall
'to iiî iat that the authorities concerned in th©

Congo tshould do nothing to the innoosnt civilians that may '
fe® contffagy to Isit©rnational Law,. Aa regards your suggestion

I send & party to Stanleyville for d'iwcuasion with a
to ĝ ttisfg -the• authorities there to permit the civilians

tq leav© the towa i'f they po wish I should'Iik® to
yoci that after very careful examination of this

'$>roj*o»al X consider that the jseoessasry pre requisite is
of fighting by both aides and any influence yens

on Tshonibe1 a _ supporter© oatsid© Africa to achieve this
be highly appraciated. The C-*^»U ,-Ad Hoc.

* 4̂  f '. '
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PRESS-RELEASE

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS N 7

136 EAST 67th STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y. November 23 ,

TASS

ON FOREIGN INTERVENTION IN THE CONGO

MOSCOW. November 21, TASS. Follows the full text of the
TASS Statement on the situation in the Congo.

The situation arising in the Congo (Leopoldville) at the
present time cannot but attract the attention of the Governments
and peoples of all countries of the world.

As known, a fresh upsurge of the national liberation
struggle of the Congolese people resulted in July 1964 in the
fall of the bankrupt Adoula-Mobutu-Nendaka government. Then the
NATO colonialists installed the Katanga secessionist Moise
Tshombe, who came to Leopoldville from Franco Spain, as the
Prime Minister of the Congo. Tshombe began his activities with
demagogic statements about "national reconciliation" and by
shifting the responsibility for the assassination of the
national hero of the Congolese people Patrice Lumumba on other
Congolese politicians. But the manoeuvres of Tshombe and his
imperialist masters did not deceive the peoples of the Congo
or other African countries.

The patriotic forces of the Congo replied to the establish-
ment of the puppet regime by intensifying their struggle and,
in a short time, freed a considerable part of the country's
territory. By the will of the African States, the placeman of
foreign monopolies Tshombe was not admitted as the Congolese
representative to the first Assembly of the Organisation of
African Unity and afterwards to the Cairo Conference of the
Heads of State and Government of non-aligned nations. The mask
was torn down from Tshombe, and his illusory power was clearly
coming to an end.

Then began a new armed intervention by colonial powers in
the affairs on the Congo. Thwarted in their previous attempts
to strangle the freedom of the Congolese people under the
cover of the U.K. flag and failing to secure the consent of
any independent African country to participate in the suppression
of the patriotic forces the imperialists came out openly against
the people of the Congo.
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Mercenary troops formed out of Belgians, Portuguese,

Americans, Israelis, West Germans, white settlers from the
South-African Republic, Southern Rhodesia etc. were rushed to
the rescue of the floundering imperialist agents. Some of the
mercenaries were Cuban counter-revolutionaries enlisted by the
Central Intelligence Agency of the United States. All this
scum, using war material supplied by Belgium, the United States,
West Germany'Hnii--'Forttigal, ±s sowing death and destruction,
perpetrating atrocities on the territory of the Congo.

Noteworthy is the particular activity in the recent events
in the Congo displayed by the United States which started with
dispatching to the Congo military transport planes and service-
men for the alleged purpose of "protecting" these planes and
then proceeded with the wide use of bombers and other war
material directly in combat operations against the Congolese
patriotic forces.

The extensive imperialist armed intervention in the Congo
has created a direct threat to the sovereignty and independence
of that country. To recolonialize the Congo, a so-called
"Europeization" of the administrative apparatus is being rushed
through. The drection of state affairs, the army and the police
is in effect passing increasingly into the hands of Europeans,
mainly the Belgians and Americans. The territory of the Congo
is already being used by Portuguese slaveowners for operations
against the people of Angola fighting for their freedom. The
influence of the fascist regime of Verwoerd (the South African
Republic) and the South Rhodesian rasicts is coming to be felt
increasingly in the Congo, Leopoldville is also becoming a
centre of provocations and blackmail against the neighbouring
independent states of Burundi, Zambia and the Congo (Brazza-
ville).

In recent days there have been alarming reports about
preparations~-f or -aggression against Tanzania (the United
Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar). President Nyerere and
other Tanzanian leaders claim that the United Republic is in
possession of documents and facts proving the existence of a
conspiracy by certain Western powers aimed at overthrowing
the government of Tanzania.

The main role in this conspiracy is assigned to Portugal
which, relying on the support of certain NATO countries,
brazenly tramples upon the decisions of the United Nations on
the abolition of colonial regimes and thus defies the overwhelm-
ing majority of the countries of the world.

The threads from all these events lead to the very same
great foreign monopolies which rake in billions in profits
from the copper, uranium and other mines of Katanga, Rhodesia,
and the South African Republic, and are trying by every
conceivable means to prevent the implementation in Southern



Africa 'of the provisions of the historical Declaration of the
United Nations on the granting of independence to colonial
countries and peoples. The question arises can it be regarded
-as normal that in the second half of the 20th century the
peace, labour, independence and the very existence of whole
peoples in Africa are jeopardised due to the selfish interests
of a miserable handful of imperialist monopolies. No, it; cannot.

Such actions endanger peace in the African continent and
trouble the peaceloving countries. They are in sharp contradic-
tion with the Charter of the United Nations, which obliges all
its members to refrain in international relations from the
threat of force or its use. This is why the African nations,
just as all the peaceloving forces of the world, demand prima-
rily urgent steps to do away with the dangerous situation
developing in this area.

It is common knowledge that at the emergency session of
the Foreign Ministers Council of the Organization of African
Unity in Addis Ababa this September the African States demanded
resolutely an end to foreign interference in the internal
affairs of the Congo and to the use of mercenary detachments
against the Congolese patriots.

The Soviet Government fully supports these legitimate
demands. It is in complete agreement with the view of the
African countries that the Congolese problem is in essence an
African problem and should be settled primarily by the Africans
themselves.

It is to be believed that in face of the growing danger
the African states and peoples will further enhance their
vigilance and determination to put an end to the intrigues and
conspiracies of neo-colonialists against the peoples of Africa.

Cohesion, unity and solidarity of the African countries
and all the peoples of the world — this is what will block
the criminal designs of the colonialists, this is what can
ensure the final liquidation of colonialism and neo-colonialism.

The more sober Western politicians openly recognize that
no temporary successes of the colonialists in some areas of
the Congo can be decisive, that Congo is already turning into
a second South Vietnam, Those prone to military adventures
should ponder the fact that if they got hopelessly stuck in the
war in South Vietnam, the prospect in the Congo with its nearly
fifteen times greater territory are even more unfavourable to
them. French Foreign Minister Couve de Murville with good
reason called for nonintervention of the great powers in the
affairs of the Congo as the only hope to prevent the beginning
of such a civil war that would border on a conflict between
the great powers.
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The peoples cannot put up with open piracy and armed
outside interference in the internal affairs of other states.
The Soviet Union sides firmly with the heroic Congolese people
in their just struggle. The stand of the Soviet Union in
respect to the Congo is definite. All foreign interference in
the internal affairs of the Congo must be immediately cut
short. The Congolese people, just as the other peoples of
Africa, must "be given every opportunity to settle their
affairs themselves, to "build -up their national independent
state.

The Soviet Union condemns resolutely the actions of the
interventionists in the Congo and supports the African States
heartily in their desire to do away with the dangerous seat
of tension, which has appeared in the centre of Africa".



November 24v 1964
SEATEMEHT BY MR. PASJL-HEHRI SPAAK,
MINISfSR OF FORBIGH AFFAIRS OF BELGIUM

My dear countrymen*

Th® Belgian Government was forced this morning to
take a grave decision. It is my duty to tell you atout it
and explain it to you.

At dawn this BIO ruing. Belgian paratroopers carried
by United States transport planes, have been dropped at
.Stanleyville. The operation which was thus started it; not
a military operation* It's sole objective is to attempt to
save the lives of approximately one thousand foreigners,
men* women and children, belonging to more than ten dif-
ferent nationalities, who for weeks, and in contempt of
all international conventions and against all human laws,
have been held as prisoners of war or as hostages "by the
rebel leaders.

1 want to stress the fact that this is not a military
operation, i'he objective is not to conquer or to occupy any
territory. The soldiers involved in the operation have re-
ceived orders not to use force except when it is necessary
in their ovaa defense or to save the lives of Whites and
Africans, when their mission is accomplished, they will
immediately /be withdrawn from Stanleyville.

We have done all we could to avoid this operation.
For several weeks, the Belgian Government and many other
governments have appealed to all the international organisa-
tions and. to all personalities that might intervene*

Alas, in spite of numerous appeals addressed to the
Stanleyville authorities, no favorable answer vsas received*
In the course of the very last few hours, the United States
Government has established contact with the delegate of the
rebels in Mairobi, 23iis conversation has yielded no result,
as the rebels were insisting on political conditions which
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It was impossible to satisfy « Furthermore , Mr« Gb©nye3 t©
whom I mad© a new appeal only a few days ago, did not reply
to my message,

Cte t,b«s 3th sr himo, the latest reports that reached us
from Stanleyville continued to Increase «wr anxiety. It
appears that all the Whites r@ siting in Stamleyville have
bean arrested a&£ hci/o bsaa tali<s:.i out of the eity. The
most horrifying throats have been atfdrsssssd to th@ci, aud
this corner after the tortures and other sa®asur@s that have
caused great bloodshed In oth«*r regions that have fallen
in the harass of Use

In stash circumstances, iw aseaiâ  impossible for the
Belgian Gov©r»Bi@zrt not to take its full responsibility.,
Moreover, it lied promised to do so during the last laeetln
of tlis Foreign Affairs Cosajilttee of th« Chaw?.ber, It J:-.ad
rscsived tbe ft-11 f-mpr̂ ort of t-Ka rftpros^nb&tivss of the
three national

f go©® itdtlio^t ssyir,̂  thâ . H^ ha^fe obtair^d th«
rt of tha Congolese-. Gov®rrims

tK.t.. for this operation »
We ara aetinir :lr corforsdt-7 >lth the rules of international

&m tfeej ar^ codified by the* Geneva Cotiventions to
hmre subscribed » and in the aspvmptScftJ of oixr
for the prot&eti©s of our nationals abroad*

The first reports that I have jwst received
that the operation has ^®&n carried owt is. the b©st cir~

Th-s m$n ayid their sq.uipm«snt havs been landed
difileulty. At the present tiiae 1 can only wish,

a feeling vihieh 1 am sura you tdll umderstand and share
that the operation whleh we hew© «nd®rt®ken will succeed and
that tlms will. b© avoided what night be one of tht greatest
tragedies iti tbe history of our time.



UNOFFICIAL THAIiSLATIOH

Letter dated November 21. 1964, addressed by Prime Minister,
Mo Tshombe, to Comte de Kerehove de Deaterghem̂ . Belgian
Ambassador at Leopoldville

Mr, Ambassadors

I am writing to you on behalf of the head of
States pursuant to our conversations.

As you know, those who started the rebellion
against the Government of the Congo hare maltreated and killed
many innocents both Congolese and foreign,

The Congo Government has on several occasions
appealed to those who are heading the rebellion to grant humane
treatemeat to the civilian population in accordance with the deep
desire of the Congolese people and the principles of humanity which
are also those of the Geneva Convention,

The Chairman of the ad hoc Committee of the
0,U0A0 has addressed similar appeals and the International Committee
of the Red Cross has for several weeks, but in vain, tried to get
the rebels"permission to discharge its traditional humanitarian tasks
with a view of protecting the rights and lives of all civilians
in Stanleyville. To those repeated appeals the rebels have given
no convenient answer*

Taking into account the deterioration of the
situation in Stanleyville and the failure of all humanitarian
efforts, owing to the odious blackmail conducted by the heads of
the rebellion in Stanleyville, it is necessary that all steps be
taken to prevent tiieia from executing their criminal design on the perso:
of the innocent civilians held by them as hostages.



The Government of the Democratic Bepublie of
the Congo have therefore decided to authorise the Belgian
Government to send a relief force sufficient to reach the
humanitarian goal of enabling it to evacuate the civilian®
held as hostages "by th© rebels, and to authorize the American
Government to supply the means of transport necessary for
the accomplishment of this humanitarian mission.

I understand perfectly your desire to withdraw
your forces as soon aa your mission will have been accomplished,

It is expresaly specified that this rescue
operations the goal of which is exclusively humanitarian,
cannot entail any delay in the execution of the siission assigned
to the Congolese national Army nor any modification in the
Government's decision to put an end. once and for all to the
activities of the rebel elements.

It is recognised that this humanitarian mission
cannot lead to solutions concerning the rebels different from
those which it is in the jurisdiction of the eole Government
of the Congo to look for ia the discharge of its full
sovereignty*

Please accept

SgcU M. TSHQMBE



Mote for the record

Meeting held on 21 November 1964 at 12.15 hours

Present:

Ambassador W. Loridan (Belgium) The Secretary-General
Comte H. de Romree de Vichenet (Belgium) Mr. R.J. Bunche

Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett

1. Ambassador Loridan stated that he had been asked by his

government to see the Secretary-General and to inform him about the

deployment on Ascension Island of Belgian paratroops in connexion with

the situation in Stanleyville. The move to Ascension Island had been

made upon the request of the Congolese Government, although the request

had not been announced as yet. If an operation had to be undertaken to

rescue the Congolese and non-Congolese held as hostages in Stanleyville,

it would be an act based entirely upon compassionate and humanitarian

grounds. The paratroopers would not move from Ascension Island to

Stanleyville unless requested to do so by the Congolese Government.

According to the Belgian Government, this matter did not involve a threat

to international peace and security, and therefore it was not its intention

to bring the matter to the Security Council for discussion.

2. Ambassador Loridan also informed the Secretary-General that

Foreign Minister Spaak had sent a message to Mr. Gbenye on 19 November

requesting him to ensure the security of the Belgian residents of

Stanleyville and urging him to accept the arrival in Stanleyville of a

mission of the International Red Cross with a view to evacuating those who

wished to leave. Foreign Minister Spaak had asked Mr. Gbenye to reply

positively to his appeal but had as yet received no answer.

3. In reply to a question, Ambassador Loridan said he was aware of

the statement recently made by Mr. Sinda, Minister of Information of the

Congolese Government, to the effect that any landing of Belgian paratroopers

in Stanleyville would be regarded as agression. Mr. Sinda'3 statement

seemed to be in contradiction with the understanding of the Ambassador

that the Congolese Government was in full agreement with the paratroop

rescue operation. Ambassador Loridan said there was a second part to

Mr. Sirfa's statement indicating that the Government of the Congo would

consider with good will any request from the Belgian Government concerning
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the rescue operation.

kt Brussels realized - Ambassador Loridan said - that should the

paratroop operation in Stanleyville have to be undertaken, the matter

might be brought to the Security Council. A careful examination of the

whole question had been made, and it was decided that there was no

alternative but to prepare for the rescue operation in case it became

unavoidable.

5. In response to a further question, Ambassador Loridan admitted

that there existed a risk that just the rumour of a paratroop drop in

Stanleyville might increase the danger to the people held as hostages.

However, all the information in the possession of the Belgian Government

was to the effect that the hostages were now in grave danger and could be

put to death for one reason or another.

6. The Secretary-General inquired from Ambassador Loridan whether

the Belgian Government had followed closely the efforts being made under

the auspices of President Kenyatta in Nairobi and whether consideration

had been given to the suggestion for a cease-fire made by President

Kenyatta as a move to facilitate talks for the evacuation of the non-

Congolese in Stanleyville. Ambassador Loridan said that the efforts in

Nairobi did not offer hope for a solution and that in the meantime there

was increasing danger to the lives of the hostages.

7« Ambassador Loridan undertook to transmit to the Secretary-

General a copy of the message sent to Mr, Gbenye from Foreign Minister

Spaak on 19 Hovember.



The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his

compliments to the Permanent Representative of India to the

United Nations and has the honour to refer to the services of

Colonel N.M. Madan with (MUG which are due to be conipleted on

30 Hovember 1964.

Colonel Madan has six weeks leave due him which he should

hav© been granted during his tenure of duty with CMJC. It

was, however, not possible to do so due to th© exigencies of

service and the serious emergency which has prevailed in the

Congo. Taking into account the period of his entitled leave,

Colonel Madan is being paM full United Nations pay and

emoluments up to and including 14 January 1964.

Th© Secretary-General welcomes the opportunity to
express once again his appreciation to the Government of India
for its assistance to the United Nations Operation in the Congo.

24 Movember 1964



PRESS-RELEASE

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

136EAST67th STREET. NEW YORK 21, N.Y. November 25, 1964

THE STATEMENT OF THE USSR GOVERNMENT

TO THE GOVERNMENT OF BELGIUM

MOSCOW, November 25, TASS. Tlie following Statement of the
Soviet Government was conveyed to Belgian Ambassador to the
USSR H. Cools at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR on
November 25:

"As reported from the Congo, in the morning of November 24,
inst. Belgian paratroopers1 units flown by American military
transport planes from the British island of Ascension landed in
the Congo and captured the town of Stanleyville.

Efforts are being made to justify this act of aggression
by referrences to the alleged need to protect foreigners in
Stanleyville.

In this connection the Soviet Government deems it
necessary to state the following.

The landing of Belgian paratroopers and the capture of the
city of Stanleyville by force of arms is regarded by the Soviet
Government as a new gross act of armed intervention in the
internal affairs of the Congo by Belgium, the U.S. and Britain
which continue to pursue a policy of wantonness and violence
with regard to the Congolese people. In full view of the entire
world a crime is being committed against the Congolese people
and a real threat is being created to the peace and security
of the peoples of other African states.

The claims that it is necessary "to protect foreigners" in
Stanleyville by means of armed intervention merely expose once
again the colonialist essence of this aggressive act. It is well
known from the history of colonial aggressions that colonialists
used such pleas more than once for seizing territories and
enslaving peoples.
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The reason for this is not so much the presence of a
certain number of foreigners in Stanleyville than the fact
that colonial powers have realised the inability of their
placeman Tshombe to cope with the situation in the country and
decided to help him overtly to suppress the national liberation
movement by sending regular units of the Belgian army. Wo matter
what pseudohumanistic statements are made to camouflage these
actions in the Congo, those who are responsible for them will
not succeed to deceive peoples and evade responsibility.

The acts of aggression in the Congo are an open challenge
to the African States which demanded through the Organization
of African Unity an end to foreign intervention in the internal
affairs of the Congo. They are a gross violation of the United
Nations Charter and pose a threat to international peace and
security.

The Soviet Government resolutely demands the immediate
cessation of the military intervention in the Congo and the
withdrawal of all Belgian troops and of all foreign mercenaries
from the country, and declares that the entire responsibility
for the consequences of this act of intervention rests entirely
with the governments of Belgium and its other accomplices".

Analogous statements were made to the British Ambassador
to the USSR Sir Humphrey Trevelyan and the U.S. Charge d'Affai-
res in Moscow W,J. Stoessel,



NOTE FOR THE RECORD

Meeting held on 26 November 196̂ , at 11.15 hours

Present; Ambassador W. Loridan (Belgium) The Secretary-General
Comte H. de Romree de Vichenet Dr. R^lph J. Bunche
(Belgium) Mr. J. Rolz-Bennett

CONFIDENTIAL

1. Ambassador Loridan stated that Foreign Minister Spaak has asked him
to inform the Secretary-General about the latest developments concerning
the paratroops operation undertaken in the Congo. About 1̂ 50 civilians
had been lifted out of Stanleyville, out of whom 150 were Congolese. Many
of those evacuated were wounded or in a state of shock after their ordeal
in Stanleyville. The operation of the paratroops in Stanleyville had been
accomplished and the paratroops were ready to go back to Kamina and perhaps,
at this time, some may have already been flown there, as planes became
available.

2. There had been an extension of the rescue operation to Paulis due to
the fact that large numbers of civilians were held there as hostages by
the rebels. Only a part of the battalion of paratroopers had taken part
in the Paulis air drop. This further operation would come to an end at
the latest in the night of 27 November and all the paratroopers would be
flown back to Kamina. The Paulis operation was scheduled to be completed
in kQ hours. Preliminary information indicated that about 15 hostages had
been killed by the rebels before being freed by the paratroopers.

3. All Belgian troops having taken part in the Stanleyville and Paulis
rescue operations would be flown from Kamina to Belgium on Saturday 28 November
or latest on Sunday 29 November.

k. Ambassador Loridan, on instructions from his Government, would send a
letter today to the President of the Security Council informing him of the
above. It will be requested that the letter be circulated as a Security
Council document.

5. The Secretary-General drew the attention of Ambassador Loridan to the
meeting held by the African Group in the afternoon of 25 November. Ambassador
Loridan said he was aware of the discussions that had taken place at the
meeting, as well as of the statement issued by Chef Adebo at the conclusion
of the meeting.

6. The Secretary-General stated to Ambassador Loridan that in his view
the Belgian paratroops should not stay in the Congo one hour longer than
necessary. Ambassador Loridan said that this was the firm intention of
Mr. Spaak as well and that he wished to reiterate that all Belgian paratroops
would leave the Congo on 28 or latest on 29 November.



Unofficial translation froir French

INCOMING CLEAR CABLE

TO: SECRETARY-GENERAL

FROM: AHMED SEKOU TOURE

DATE: 28 NOVEMBER 1964

NUMBER:

Honour inform you that Guinea Government has instructed its UN representative

to secure immediate convocation Security Council to consider serious situation

created by intervention imperialist forces Congo. Vie are convinced that as a result

of parachute drop of Belgian troops Stanleyville events in Congo entering on acute

phase which constitutes great danger to entire African continent and threat to

international peace and security. Highest consideration.

Ahmed Sekou Toure"
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c

She Secretary-General of the United Sations presents
his compliments to the Permanent Bepresentative of Italy

t© the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the

Permanent Representative's Sote Verbale dated 9 October 196k
revesting an efficiency report on Qolonel Glaeomo Conti.

Attached is an efficiency report which was compiled "by
Major ©eneral Kaldager vho vas the Air CoffiHiander and later

the Force Commander throughout the tour of duty of Colonel

Gonti in the Congo.
/

fhe Secretary-General would be grateful to the Permanent

Representative of Italy for bringing this matter to the

attention of the appropriate authorities of his Government.

11 December

A



The Secretary-General presents his compliments to the

Permanent Representative of Ireland to the United Nations and has

the honour to refer to the Psxsnaneiat Representative's Note Verbale

of November 30* 1964 j regarding Trooper Mollins.

Ths Secretary-General regrets to confirm that the records

reveal that in September 1961 Trooper Mollins was listed as

missing, and in October 1963, he was listed as being killed in

action.

After the phasing out of the United Nations Operation

in the Congo, the files containing the records and doeuiaents to

be retained were sent to Hew York. However, they have not yet

arrived. When the relevant doctuasnts are received, they vd.ll be

checked to ascertain if thsy contain any additional information,

and the Permanent Representative will be advised accordingly.

The Secretary-General wishes to avail himself of this

opportimity to express once again his appreciation to the

Government of Ireland for its assistance to United Nations

operations.

10 December 1964
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

18 January 1965TO: Mr* Vladimir P. Suslov, Under-Secretary Date:
Political and Security Council Affairs

FILE NO.:
THROUGH:

FROM- E* S* aeddvJ Officer-in-charge
Unit for African Affairs

SUBJECT: statements by Messrs. Soumialot and Kanza on the Congo

In view of the forthcoming meeting of the O.A.U. Ad Hoc Commission on the

Congo on 29 January, two recent policy statements of the leaders of the Committee

for National Liberation may be of interest.

Statement by Mr, Gaston Soumialot. Defense Minister, in Cairo on
11 January 1965

Mr. Soumialot was reported by Le Monde (13 January) as stating that C.N.L.

could not co-operate with Mr. Tshombe but that co-operation was possible with

Mr. Adoula. He was reported to have set only two conditions for the negotiation

of a political solution with the government of Leopoldville : departure of Mr. Tshombe

from premiership and expulsion of foreign mercenaries.

The report of the press conference in the Egyptian Gazette (12 January),

however, does not include the statement about the possibility of co-operation

with Mr. Adoula. He was reported to have rejected the formation of a transitional

coalition government including Mr. Tshombe, and to have added:

"Adoula is well known to us all. His collaboration with the Belgians
and Americans is well known to the entire world. He was the Prime Minister
of the Congo and knows what suits the Congo best. It is not, anyhow, this
proposed transitional government."

(Apparently Mr. Soumialot was reacting to an erroneous report that Mr. Adoula

had proposed a coalition including Mr. Tshombe. Mr. Soumialot, however, did not

exclude a coalition with Mr. Adoula as his only two conditions were the removal of

Mr. Tshombe and the expulsion of the mercenaries).

At the same press conference, according to the Egyptian Gazette, Mr. Soumialot

said that the struggle in the Congo was no mutiny but a legitimate revolution to

place the destiny of the Congo in honest hands. Belgium and Anerica had committed

aggression not only on Stanleyville but on the entire Congolese territory.
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He added that the Revolutionary Government of the Congo was doing all in

its power to protect the lives and property of Europeans and White missionaries.

He had personally accompanied a number of foreigners to the borders of Uganda

when they had sought his help at the same time as Belgian paratroopers were

destroying every place in the Congo, including hospitals,

Mr. Soumialot concluded by asking for more "moral support" from all peace-

loving and freedom-loving peoples*

Statement by Mr. Thomas Kanza. Foreign Minister, in Nairobi on 9 January 1965

Mr. Kanza claimed that all African countries would send arms to his forces

if the United States and Belgium continued their military assistance to the Tshombe

Government. Many Africans had offered to volunteer, but his Government was not

seeking volunteers at this moment "because we still believe the Western world will

understand and seek a political solution. ¥e don't want to see Africa fighting

the Western world."

He claimed that many countries were ready to recognize his Government but

that it did not seek recognition.
£iMr. Bgenye, he said, would never negotiate with Mr. Tshombe. Mr. Gbenye

would soon issue a statement making it clear that "the revolution is not a

quarrel between himself and Mr. Tshombe, but a revolution of the people against the

principle of foreign nations installing a leader of their choice."

(He said that Mr. Gbenye and Defense Minister Gen» Olenga were in Paulis

area: he had met them there on 7 January).

Mr. Kanza said that the withdrawal of mercenaries and an end to military

intervention was an essential first step toward a political solution. The O.A.U,

can then create an atmosphere of reconciliation. There should be elections under

O.A.U. supervision after which a new government would be free to seek assistance

from any country. Elections under the Tshombe Government were, however, totally

unacceptable.

Asked whether any instructions had been issued to the forces to safeguard the

lives of Europeans still in their hands, Mr. Kanza said:

"General Olenga watched as mercenaries shot his wife and six children.
Can you expect him to issue such instructions?

"They can be given only if a political solution is found and the
Congolese people themselves are no longer in danger.
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"We are accused of many things, but the atrocities of the mercenaries
go unreported. In Stanleyville, for instance, they killed all the children -
young simbas, they called them - between 9 and 14. Was that ever reported?"

cc: Mr. Vellodi
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SUBJECT:
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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

U Thant
Secretary-General

N A T I O N S U N I E S

MEMORANDUM INTERIEUR
CONFIDENTIAL

DATE: 18 February 1965

REFERENCE:

David B. Vai
Director of

ONUC Surplus PropertylBlsposal Programme

1. In my memorandum of 4 August 1964, I covered the background of the OMUC
surplus property disposal programme, and gave a summary of the progress made
as of 31 July 1964. This was followed by my memoranda of 21 September and
19 October 1964, which brought the situation up to date as of 30 September 196*4-.

2. Reports have now been received showing the status of the property
disposal programme as at 31 January 1964. Completed sales in Congolese Francs
and hard currency, including outstanding payments, amount to the equivalent
of $6,862,600. Sales in the estimated amount of $14-86,700 are under negotiation,
that is to say that bids have been requested and in many cases accepted, but
transfer of title has not been effected. Donations made, or contemplated,
to missions, agencies, hospitals, charitable organizations and the Government
of the Congo are estimated at $11,003,000. The value of the residue is
estimated at $312,600.

3. It had been planned to liquidate all stocks by 31 March 1964, but this
was of course, delayed as a result of the decision to retain a reduced force
until June 1964. Despite the necessity of reconstituting supply lines and
to provide for the repatriation of troops and their equipment from mid-May
until the end of June, a limited amount of liquidation was accomplished.
The major portion of the project, however, remained to be completed after
the departure of the troops.

4. The summary figures set out above cannot begin to describe the
difficulties encountered — difficulties both amusing and frustrating.
Equipment sales were negotiated and then had to be cancelled due to the
requirements of military operations; officials sent by their Government to
the Congo to negotiate purchases were taken into custody by the Congolese
authorities and arrangements had to be made for their release; food stuffs
were advertised for sale, actual cash deposits received and then the offers
had to be withdrawn to avoid charges that the United Nations might be
profiteering by the sale at high prices of items in short supply; food
stuffs donated to institutions in some instances found their way into the
public markets; in one instance a United Nations employee himself sold
food stuffs allegedly to support an approved community development project,
but before this could be proved or disproved he disappeared, reportedly
having joined the rebel forces.
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5. Another problem that has retarded the consummation of Public Tender
sales is the delay of buyers to collect their purchases. As an example,
in the current series preparation of the first of these sales commenced early
in December and they were advertised 28, 29 and 30 December but two of the
buyers have failed sofar to complete collection. In one case, nothing has
been seen of the purchaser since he paid and was sent to obtain customs
clearance. He has now been advised that he has forfeited both his goods and
his money, which may bring a quick response but if this fails settlement
involves having to contact the next highest bidder and going through the
same procedure.

6. These instances give some indication of the difficulties which attended
the disposal action, difficulties which were compounded between August 1963
and 1 January 196k, when the administrative servicing staff was reduced from
approximately 51? to 29̂ . During 1964 the staff was further reduced to 15,
and at the present time 11 staff members remain to complete the final
processing of liquidation transactions and accounts control by 31 March 1965.
In addition, there are four staff members dealing with outstanding accommodations
claims who will be required until 30 June 19̂ 5> assisted by four non-Congolese
staff to handle the secretarial and clerical work.



19 February 1965

Dear Monsignor Giovannetti*

I have "been asked by the Secretary-General to reply to your letter

of February IS, concerning the hostages held by the rebels in the area

of Bondo in the Congo.

The text of your letter was immediately transmitted to the Secretary-

General's Representative in Leopoldville, who consulted the Apostolic

Nuncio in Leopoldvillej, according to whom 31 Belgian, 13 Dutch and 6

Italian Catholic missionaries, as well as 10 Protestant missionaries and

10 civilians prestaned to be Belgian and Dutch nationality, are held in

the Bondo area. There is no Congolese National Army garrison in. this

area. It is, therefore, presumed to be wider the control of the insurgentSj

who vdthdrew there from Paulis, Wamba and But a. It seems unlikely that

the Congolese National Array "will reach this area in the near future.

The Secretary-General's Representative in Leopoldville therefore

feels that the action already taken by the Vatican Secretariat, vis-a-vis

the Organization of African Unity, is the best course toward securing the

safety of the hostages. In this connection he adds that similar representa-

tions made to countries adjoining the Congo have, in the past,, proved

successful in freeing some hostages.

I shall transmit to you promptly any further information that becomes

available concerning the missionaries in the Bondo area.

Sincerely yours}

Salph J. Bunche
The Rt. Bev. Isgr. A. Giovannetti Undersecretary
Permanent Observer of the Holy See

to the United Nations
323 East 47th Street
Hew York, H.Y. 10017
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

3 May 1965
TO: Mr. Rolz-Sennett Oate:-

PILE NO.:

THROUGH:

FROM: Helen Seymour

SUBJECT: Mr. Karasimhan ' s Cable ATOM 155 of 29 -April

1. Here is the reference note promised in our telephone conversation. ^

Financial Prospects

2. Teachers and doctors are financed by the Congo Fund. Telecommunication and
civil aviation experts are financed by the U.S. Programme Agreement.

3. Continuation of the Congo Fund in 1966 has been requested by the Congo Government
which has guaranteed financial requirements not met by other contributors. The U.S.
again intends to reduce the need for this guarantee by contributing $1,000,000.
Teachers and doctors are high on the Congo Government's priority list.

4. The US Programme Agreement ("Pro-Ag") vri.ll be supported and continued by a 1966
Pro-Ag which will supply new funds late this year. As before, the Pro-Ag will be
negotiated locally in July by the US/AID (LEO) and the Resident Representative. A
formal US pledge of this 1965-1966 continuation should not be expected until its
foreign aid legislation is voted (August-September 1965)*

Financial Responsibility

5. Following a suggestion last fall by UNESCO and a recent request from the Resident
Representative, the Controller asked UMESCO to negotiate a direct funds-in-trust
arrangement with the Congo authorities through the Resident Representative.

6. The Resident Representative has just advised (COTAB 789 of 1 May) that, apart
from the case of the teachers, he favors a single centralized funds-in-trust
arrangement for 1966 between the Government and TAB represented by the Resident
Representative. This is agreeable to TAB and to the Government. The Controller's
Office will therefore no longer push for any further acceleration of the direct
agency trust fund method of spending "Congo Fund" monies in 1966.

Statement for Secretary-General

7. On 5 March, Mr. Bunche issued a memorandum under which the over-all Congo
Programme coordination responsibilities previously carried in his Office were
transferred to the Executive Chairman. In view of the new arrangement, you may wish
to request the TAB Secretariat to take responsibility for preparing the full statement
for the Secretary-General which Mr. Narasimhan has asked for in his cable. The
Controller's Office will of course assist in any useful way.
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Unofficial translation fro-i French

d

FSHKAN3NT MISSION OF THE

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

TC THS UNITED RATIONS

Tl/eb

Mo. 0783/65 New York, 29 June 1965

Sir,

I have the honour to transmit enclosed a cor-munication from my Government

concerning Technical Assistance to the Congo.

Accept, Sir, etc.

Theodore Idsumbuir

Permanent Representative
Minister Plenipotentiary

c
C .

H.E. U Thant
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y.
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Unofficial translation from French

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF TPE CONGO

CENTRAL

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

No. 131/146/Cab.S.G. 165 Leopoldville , 19 June 1965

Sir,

The Government of the Democratic Republic of the Congo recently had occasion

to reconsider the entire question of Technical Assistance, -with a view to defining

the principles and procedures according to which the Congo should receive foreign aid,

Technical assistance is an institution which arose out of a growing solidarity

among nations. When it is bilateral it is direct and, as such, is governed by the

relations existing between the States granting the assistance and the receiving State.

It is indirect when it is multilateral - relations between the States granting it and

the State receiving it through the agency of international organizations being reduced

to an impersonal common denominator. But in both cases technical assistance in the

JSITES true sense of the term, i.e. consisting in the provision of technicians and.

auxiliaries, must be without charge to the beneficiary. States which provide assistance

directly , or through an international organisation, cannot be considered to participate

in a great endeavour of international solidarity if their contribution is to be limited

to the recruitment of technical experts and. their despatch to the territory of the

beneficiary State. Naturally the latter should make its own contribution to the

accomplishment of the technical assistance project. It is also true that the

respective contributions of the ..... sisting and beneficiary States may vary, according

to the circumstances, from case to case, but these variations cannot exceed the limit

beyond which the technical assistance ceases to be assistance and becomes a matter

of good offices, or of mediation. This licit is set by the extent of the financial

burden placed on ths State receiving the assistance. If the latter has to be fully

or mainly responsible for financing the despatch of technicians, it cannot be considered

to have received assistance. It could even - defending on the size of the financial
-f,U ''h'!£ "-

burfden it has to shoulder —'handing over funds from its national budget to iixafcsEck

j5K<Eii±ki±a±KJSK± public services which, whether bilateral or multilateral, would in

any case be alien and would thus be de facto if not de jure beyond its control. Thus

international aid, instead of being a natter of international solidarity, would be in

danger of be coining a device for foreign control. lou will appreciate, Sir, that the
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COPY
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Congo cannot consent to such a sacrifice, whatever its present difficulties and jorcs

however dependent it may be at present on foreign technicians.

This is the position which the Government cf the Democratic Republic of the Congo

has decided to adopt regarding M; foreign aid, whether bilateral or multilateral,.

The Congo is quite ready to rak; a contribution towards financing foreign assistance

within the limits defined above. It could, for eicmple,, undertake to provide acccr.iods.tion

STEX for and defray some of the local expenses cf foreign zqpsrtes officials placed directly

at its service. It could, if necessary, sign an agreement similar to that signed on

6 December 1962 by ten international organizations and the Republic of Chad. But the

Con.3:0 cannot be expected to be the only developing country forced to bear the entire' or

rain responsibility for financing thw assistance operations of any international or££.niz-

ation in its territory. It is true that the amount of assistance provided r~ ?ntern?-tional

organisations to the Congo is greater than that furnished to any other d untry.

However, if the ôngo is obliged to ask for more than the other countries .... __ oocuuse

its difficulties are incomparably greater. It would surely not be fair if the extent of

its needs were to constitute a reason for increasing its burden instead of entitling it

to a greater amount of assistance.

Accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(_S_igned.) Dr. Koise Tshombe

Prime Minister and
Minister for Foreign Affairs

U Thant
Se cretary-General
United. Nations
New York

XCRO. XERO XERO
COPT; COPY COPY
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TO:

The Secretary-General

APPROVAL

MAY WE CONFER?

YOUR SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE

NOTE AND RETURN

YOUR COMMENTS

YOUR INFORMATION

AS REQUESTED

FOR ACTION

REPLY FOR MY SIGNATURE

PREPARE DRAFT

ATTACH RELATED PAPERS

CR.13 (4-59)
O U T I N G S L I P

Comments'for the record should not be written on this
slip. REFERRAL SHEET PT.108 should be used instead.
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- Angola -

"Diario de Noticias", Lisbon - 25 November 1965 - Summary - p.7

Tourism In Angola for 58 U«N. employees

Luanda, 24th - The 5& U.N. snployees v*io vork in Leopoldville and who

recently visited this city, returned to the Congolese capital overjoyed.

On a U.N. letter-he ad ,.. signed by Dr. T.T. Manson^ they stated their thanks

to the Govefnor General of Angola and the Portuguese people for their

hospitality and kindness during their trip.


